


The Secret To Our Suction
1. Inlet Diverter Stem

2. Max Flo Filtration

3. The Heart of the Valet System

4. Suction Motor: Built to Last
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5. Air Discharge Core



Valets unique turbo brush cleaning system gets right down to the job of lifting 
damaging  dirt from your carpets and rugs.

Everyday dirt and grit penetrate deep into the carpet pile and as human and pet traffic 
walk on top they twist and shift those particles, cutting the pile close to the web of the 
carpet mat. These become the high wear and tear areas. 

Regular cleaning with Valet’s turbo brush vibrates the 
damaging dirt loose, lifts the dirt out and the carpet brush rejuvenates your carpet pile 
all under the most powerful vacuum suction available today. 

The Valet Ducted Vacuum System offers the homeowner the widest range of cleaning 
tools. Every home has a unique feel and style with its design and décor and Valet can 
match those choices with a comprehensive range of vacuum hoses, wands, floor and 
wall cleaning tools and applicators and accessories .

The Valet Sensitive Choice partner cleaning kit expands traditional vacuum cleaning 
with new moist mop cleaning for the reduction of air-born dust and allergens.

The Valet range of Ducted Vacuum Systems has a reputation of performance second 
to none and is the industry leader in quality and durability. The Valet reputation of 
performance over many years, makes your decision easy.

The Valet Premium Range of Central Vacuum Systems come with an industry leading 
6 year manufacturers motor warranty and a lifetime guarantee on your canister. 
The systems are designed, manufactured and installed to become a valuable asset 
for your home.

Valet Ducted Systems are more powerful than standard vacuums and the power unit can 
be located in a variety of places around your home outside of your living area.  

A Valet motor offers from 2HP to a huge 4HP of power and is also ultra quiet. You can use 
your ducted vacuum system in rooms where your family is watching TV or even sleeping 
without disturbing them! Ask your Valet Dealer about how the variable speed control 
system gives you a superior clean to every area in your home.

The hidden motor connects to several inlets discreetly positioned throughout your 
home. With the lightweight 9 meter E Flex hose provided, an average home needs 
about 3 inlets to provide 100% coverage of all floors, curtains and corners. Your Local 
Valet Dealer is an expert and can design the optimum system for your living space.

Just think, no more pulling that tired old vacuum cleaner around, 
no more recycled vacuumed air pouring out and back inside your home and no more 
wondering where the suction power has gone. Call today and let a Valet Ducted system 
change the way you clean forever ! 

Powerful. Reliable. Built to Last

Big On Power...

Big On Reach

Big On Cleaning...

The Valet Guarantee

Valet’s highly efficient, soft-start vari-speed motors use the latest technology to deliver consistently powerful cleaning performance in every 
corner of your home and provide years of dependable service. Fully guaranteed, Valet’s Ducted Vacuum systems have been refined through many 
years of research and development. The power unit canisters are engineered from durable, corrosion-resistant steel for a long, trouble-free life.

6Year
Warranty
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Call Valet on 1800 050 333 or visit 
www.valet.com.au today!



Throughout Australia and New Zealand there is a factory trained and authorized Valet Dealer close by. If you are
planning a new home or rebuilding your existing home then a Central Ducted vacuum makes cleaning sense.

may have high use or low usage and may require frequent or careful attention. Your Valet Dealer can advise you
on each of these so that you can rest assured that your new Valet central vacuum system will cover your every
cleaning need.

Ask your Valet dealer about the 
amazing Vac Pan for your kitchen
or laundry areas.

A Cleaner Home & Cleaner AirA Cleaner Home & Cleaner Air



With Valet, dust and allergies are down and out.

It is commonly known that domestic dust and other microscopic allergens can
provoke asthma attacks and allergies. So it makes sense to choose a ducted vacuum
cleaning system with the vacuum motor located outside the living areas.

The unique features of Valets deep down powerhead cleaning, its MaxFlo dust and 
dirt capture system and a network of ducted pipes, leave your house perfectly clean 

the air outside.

Why Ducted?Why Ducted?
Power

Health

Pet Hair

Dustmites

Convenience

Cleanliness

Ducted Vacuum SystemsPollen



Call Valet on 1800 050 333 for your local authorised dealer or visit www.valet.com.au today!

Features and Specifications

Model V1SH V2SC V3SC V4SC V350S

Filtration Bag Bag Bag Bag Options

Weatherproof (Version Available) * Yes Yes * No

Tangential Bypass Yes Yes Yes Yes x2 Yes x2

Warranty 6 6 6 6 6

AirWatts 540 610 650 1080 1020

Sealed Vacuum 3148 2616 3416 3148 3139

Amps (approx) 6.5 7.9 7.9 12.4 13.3

Watts (Nominal) 1520 1790 1785 2720 2808

HP 2 2.4 3 3.8 4

Speed Control (Optional) * Yes Yes Yes *

Stage Fans 2 1 2 2x2 2x2

Height 700mm 880mm 800mm 900mm 737/800mm

Diameter 300mm 300mm 355mm 355mm 330

db 76 76 76 80 84

Squares Floor Area MaxPipe

95 Up to 900m2 90m

60 Up to 450m2 70m

50 Up to 400m2 60m

40 Up to 200m2 50m

35 Up to 170m2 35m

V1SH

V2SC
V3SC

V4SC V350

Which power unit is right for your home?

* Floor area and maximum pipe length can vary depending on premises construction 
and the configuration of the pipework. Please consult your local dealer.




